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Abstract 
Data source resulted from preprocessing affects directly the quality of data mining. The methods are not the same 
according to particular application fields and industries. This paper describes the data preprocessing of credit card in 
customer segmentation, association analysis and risk detection in detail. Firstly, some tables are selected from credit 
card database which concerned with analysis topic. Then the paper handles with problems in selected initial data such 
as noisy data, missing values through data preprocessing which mainly include data cleaning, integration, 
transformation and reduction, and obtains training sample data needed.   
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1.Introduction 
Commercial banks have already accumulated a lot of credit card transaction data and customer’s basic 
data after years of information construction in our country. How to withdraw useful information and 
knowledge from the potential value data has become an important topic in the development of modern 
bank and attracted a large number of scholars to study[1][2]. It can provide the policy-making support for 
customer segmentation and marketing, to ensure the security of credit card customers.  
Data mining algorithms are usually strict with the data, which has better data integrity, less data 
redundancy and smaller correlation between attributes and so on[3][4][5]. But in the actual system primary 
data is generally dirty, incomplete and inconsistent. It is hard to meet the requirements of data mining 
algorithms directly. Furthermore, there are plenty of insignificant information in the actual data, seriously 
affecting the efficiency of data mining algorithms. And noise data will result in deviation of mining results. 
Therefore primary data should be converted to formats through data preprocessing which are more suitable 
for data mining, which bring security to data mining algorithms. 
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Data preprocessing is a complex process. Artificial processing data is not available because of its 
inefficiency. At present the methods are infinitely varied because different areas have different processing 
needs[6]. This paper describes the data preprocessing of credit card in the field of customer segmentation, 
association analysis and risk detection. We firstly select the tables concerned with analysis topic from 
many application data.Then, the paper handles with initial data through data cleaning, transformation, 
integration and reduction, and obtains training sample data needed by mining. 
2.Data Preprocessing Techniques 
The task of data preprocessing is to organize the original business data with the new  “business 
model”  , clear those attributes irrelevant to the aim of data mining, supply clean, accurate, simplified data 
so as to improve the quality and efficiency of excavation under the guidance of domain knowledge [7]. The 
data preprocessing mainly concludes data cleaning, integration, transformation and reduction. In this way, 
the dirty, incomplete and inconsistent data in real world can be corrected. 
Data cleaning: By filling the null, smoothing noise data, identify and delete the isolated data, and solve 
inconsistency to attain the goal of clearing data. 
Data integration: Save the data belonging to several data sources to a consistent data storage (such as 
data warehouse), these data sources may include several databases, data cubes or ordinary files. 
 Data conversion: Convert the data into one form that is suitable for excavation, for instance, zoom the 
attributive data in proportion, make it falls into a comparatively smaller specified zone. 
Data reduction: The compressed data used to acquire the dataset is much smaller than the original data, 
but it still keeps its integrity. Thus, the data mining will have more effect on the condensed dataset, and 
produce the same (or almost same) analysis result. 
Data preprocessing is indispensable to data mining. Statistics suggests that data preprocessing takes up 
60 percent of the time in a complete process of data mining. 
3.Data Preparation 
Because credit card system database is application-oriented rather than subject-oriented, the first step is 
to select the data relevant to the subject. In other words,  all the data table items related to the goal of 
knowledge discovery should be extracted from the original database [8]. 
3.1.Data extraction 
There are 100 tables of data sheet in the credit card database, such as customer application data, 
account information, business data, credit card transaction data flow, stop-payment list data, high-quality 
customer data. After analysis, we selected six tables which are related to the theme from these tables as 
follows: personal information table, consumer client table, card information table, transaction log table, 
overdraft history table, balance of history table. 
Personal information table stores basic information of all customers which includes 13 data items. 
There are four items related to the target theme, customer_id, passport _number, type of documentˈ
credit_rank.    
Consumer client table includes twenty fields: customer_id, birthday, gender_code, married, 
family_population, occupation_code, position, professional_title_code, unit, unit_kind, salary, 
extra_income, credit_card_id, education_code, customer_character_code, address, telephone, zip, 
cell_phone, email. According to the analysis of these fields, there are eight fields which are regarded as 
relevant fields to the target theme, including customer_id, birthday, gender_code, married, 
occupation_code, unit, unit_kind, salary, education_code. Otherwise, the other fields either miss data 
seriously or have nothing to with the expecting result, such as unit field.
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Card information table has the credit card information of all customers. Only six fields are considered 
as the associated fields with the analysis theme in this table, such as card_id, account_number, 
account_balance, card_type, credit_line and issuing_date. 
Card trading log table records the history of all trading information for each credit card account. This 
table has thirteen fields named terminal_number, card_id, card_type, trading_money, liquidation_amount, 
terminal_serial_number, system_serial_number, trading_date, expiration_date, liquidation_date, 
business_number, trade_company. The valid fields are card_id, card_type, trading_date, trading_money, 
business_number, trade_company. 
There are four fields, account_id, accounting_date, account_balance, interest-bearing_balances in the 
balance of history table which is to record the balance changes of each credit card account.  
Overdraft history table that saves the overdraft information of each credit card account includes four 
fields such as account_balance, overdraft_date, overdraft_day. 
3.2.Adding Statistical Fields 
For reflecting the user’s behavior model in the past trade, some statistical fields indicating the 
transaction information are added in the paper [9]. The temporary table showed as table I is formed 
according to the calculation on card_trading_log table and overdraft_history table.
In this table, overdraft_frequency is defined as the expression, total number of overdraft/time for credit 
card holders (times / month). Trading_frequency field is described as the expression, total number of 
trading/ time for credit card holders (times / month). Daily_trading_times field indicates the number of the 
transaction times one day. Daily_trading_ratio is defined as the expression, daily trading times/maximum 
of daily trade times. Daily_trading_ amount presents the total amount of transactions one day. 
Daily_trading_amount_ratio field is described as the evaluation, Daily_ trading_volume /total_ 
trading_volume in the period that we foucus on. 
TABLE I. THE STRUCTURE OF TEMPORARY DATA TABLE
N0. Field Name Field Type Field Contents 
1 Account_id Char(19) Account Identification 
2 overdraft_frequency Float(8) Overdraft frequency 
3 Trading_frequency Float(8) Trading frequency 
4 Daily_trading_times Float(8) times ofDaily trading  
5 Daily_trading_ratio Float(8) ratio of Daily trading  
6 Daily_trading_amount Float(8) Amount of daily trading 
7 Daily_trading_amount_ratio Float(8) ratio of daily_trading_amount 
4.Data Preprocessing in Credit Card Consuming Behavior Mining  
In our experiment, we transformed the credit card data to the format of data mining, mainly by the 
following means, such as, data cleaning, data conversion, data integration, and data discretization. Three 
are 2180 credit customers, we choose their transaction data from January 5 to December 30 in 2008, 
including 141562 trading records and their relevant information. The flow of data preprocessing is 
obtained in Chart I. 
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Figure 1.   Data pre-processing flow  
4.1.Data cleaning 
For various reasons, the original database has a lot of dirty data, such as incorrect attribute values, 
duplicate records, null value, inconsistent values, various abbreviations, violations of referential integrity 
and so on. In order to make better use of the data for data mining and decision support, it should be 
changed into high-quality data. Therefore, a data preprocess procedure, which is Known as data cleaning, 
will be used to clean up the dirty data before using the data. 
Consequently, the following section will show how to remove the dirty data from the above six selected 
tables.  
Step 1 Remove dirty data. Customers table has 2384 customers’ information, but there are 141562 
recorders in the card trading log table that represent the transaction information of 2180 customers. 
Therefore, 204(2384-2180) customers’ information will be removed from customers table. The recorders 
of transactions not happening in current year also should be deleted from the balance history table. There 
are 2689 pieces of information about the overdraft records of the 2180 customers whose transaction 
information has saved in the card trading log table. So the 75(2764-2689) recorders will be abandoned. 
Step 2 Handle null values. Because some fields are not required, there are a few null values in the 
original database. We deal with the null values mainly by the following means. For family_population field, 
null values have been replaced with 4 because the statistics of the recorders in the customers indicate that 
the larger proportion of families have four members. The blanks in transaction_money field have been 
replaced by average of transaction money. For age field and occupation field, the null value will replaced 
by the value of the center point of each class got by K-means algorithm. For monthly income field, the 
value can be evaluated based on the salary information of the cardholders if their salary is distributed by 
the bank. Other null values are replaced by the value of the center point of each class. 
Step 3 Rectify false data. Do search and analysis of the data in the datasheet through query analyzer, to 
see if there exists any values which cannot match the corresponding fields. The corrections of false data is 
difficult to do, however, in most cases, the estimation of one certain field’s value can lay foundation for the 
measure of another field’s value. For example, we can estimate one’s credit standing according to his 
resume and occupation. 
Step 4 Remove duplicate data. Make use of the key word ‘distinct’ in ORACLE to clear the recurring 
data in the process of data processing. 
data integration and discretization 
extracted data
data cleaning
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4.2.Data reduction and integration 
As the number of the original data is too tremendous and the data is distributed quite uneven, there is 
a great need to do data reduction. Moreover, in order to reduce and avoid the redundancy and 
inconsistency in result dataset, to improve the accuracy and speed of data mining, we should make the 
mutual-related different data source get together. Specific processes are as follows:  
Select such three field as card number, trading_money and trading_date from card trading log table 
and form the data into a dataset, and then give a summary of the data according to card_id and 
consumption date, concluding monthly consumption amount of each account, and then according to 
card_id integrate the data records into an annual consumption amount table for clustering mining. Part of 
the integrated data is shown in the following Table II. 
TABLE II.   THE ANNUAL CONSUMPTION AMOUNT TABLE
card_id January February … December 
95588034001026700 4688 3881 … 5842 
…… …… …… … …… 
95588034001048000 6535 5391 … 8005 
This operation has made compression on data in the term of quantity, as the data in the monthly 
consumption table is normally recorded with uniform data structure, in hence,  the processing of 
integration is comparatively easy. 
Connect up card information table, Consumer client table, personal information table and card 
trading log table with card_id and account_number, from which select such fields as card_id, age, 
occupation, education_code, salary, business_number, trade_company, which are composed to a dataset, 
and this is so-called connection-analysis datasheet.  Part of the data is shown in Table III. 
TABLE III. DATA FOR ASSOCIATION ANALYSIS
Card-id Age Career Education Incoming
Accepted of 
Card  
x2800 28 Military Master 2000 
Mackay Le 
 of Dashang 
…… … …… …… …… …… 
X1400 43 Teacher Master 4500 
Carrefour 
Gubei Store 
Join the former 6 sheets and temporary datasheet together with card-id and account number, from 
which select such 20 fields as card_id, sex, age, family_population, occupation and so on. Accordingly, the 
above-mentioned fields constitute a dataset, and in which there exist many fields of continuous attribute. In 
order to improve the learning speed of the neural network and avoid network overload, the evaluation 
elements, such as sex, age, marital status, educational attainment, occupation, transaction amount, month 
income, and so on, need to be zoomed in proportion to ensure the values within the uniform specified 
scope before we input them into the neural network. In other words, the attribute values will be in the
section of [0, 1] by normalization [10].  For example, the value v of the attribute A  will  be mapped to v’
by the following formula. 
'
( min ) /(max min )A A Av v      (1) 
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5.Conclusion 
This paper spreads out a discussion on data preprocessing in credit card data mining, and accounts in 
detail for the procession. We transformed the credit card data to the format of data mining, mainly by the 
following means, such as adding the statistical fields of the trade, data cleaning, data conversion, data 
integration, and data discretization. In order to improve the learning speed of the neural network and the 
accuracy of  prediction, data need to be zoomed in proportion. Through this study, we have acquired 
some preliminary results about customer segmentation model and its application in the credit card 
industry. 
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